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Abstract

Computer science is a skill that will continue to be in high demand in the foreseeable future.
Despite this trend, automated assessment in computer science is often hampered by the lack of
systems supporting a wide range of topics. While there is a number of open software systems and
programming exercise collections supporting automated assessment, up to this date, there are few
systems that offer a diversity of exercises ranging from computer programming exercises to markup
and databases languages. At the same time, most of the best-of-breed solutions force teachers and
students to alternate between the Learning Management System – a pivotal piece of the e-learning
ecosystem – and the tool providing the exercises.
This issue is addressed by JuezLTI, an international project whose goal is to create an innovative
tool to allow the automatic assessment of exercises in a wide range of computer science topics. These
topics include different languages used in computer science for programming, markup, and database
management.
JuezLTI borrows part of its name from the IMS Learning Tools Interoperability (IMS LTI)
standard. With this standard, the tool will interoperate with reference systems such as Moodle,
Sakai, Canvas, or Blackboard, among many others. Another contribution of JuezLTI will be a pool
of exercises. Interoperability and content are expected to foster the adoption of JuezLTI by many
institutions. This paper presents the JuezLTI project, its architecture, and its main components.
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1

Introduction

Computing skills will be among the most in-demand skills of this new decade [3]. These
skills range from building a cloud platform to maintaining it and require solid knowledge in
programming, database, and markup languages.
Most Learning Management Systems (LMS) do not support automated assessment in
these domains. Hence, academic environments resort to the best-of-breed learning tools. To
integrate these tools into the LMS they use several non-standard approaches, ranging from
plugins to ad hoc Web services.
The IMS Learning Tools Interoperability (IMS LTI) specification [4] emerged in the last
decade to facilitate the integration of the LMS with external tools. Its main goal is to release
learning agents from the burden of having to authenticate themselves in multiple tools to
benefit from a more engageable learning experience.
Nonetheless, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is yet no available open tool,
seamlessly integrated with the LMS, supporting the automatic assessment of computer science
exercises from different domains, including but limited to computer language programming.
This paper presents the current status of a tool for automatic assessment of computer
science exercises, under development as part of an international project within the scope
of the Erasmus+ programme, key action: Cooperation for innovation and the exchange of
good practices [8]. The objective of this project is a tool – called JuezLTI – to support the
automatic assessment of markup languages, programming, and databases exercises.
As its name suggests, JuezLTI interoperates with online learning environments such as
Moodle, Sakai, Canvas, or Blackboard (among many others), thanks to the LTI standard.
The improved interoperability and the pool of exercises to be developed will open it to many
institutions.The target audience of JuezLTI is computer science instructors and students
(also self-education). All the project outputs will be freely available on the Internet under
open-source licenses.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys both CS learning
environments and the models they use for LMS integration. Section 3 presents the JuezLTI
architecture and its main components. A particular emphasis is placed on the interoperability
ensured by the LTI specification. The final section summarizes the current status and
identifies opportunities for future developments.

2

Related work

Learning Management Systems (LMS) play a central role in any e-learning ecosystem. These
systems were created to deliver course content, collect student assignments, and evolved to
provide more versatile and engaging tools, including exercise assessment.
The Computer Science (CS) domain is an apt example of this evolution. In the last
decades, due to the high demand of computing skills, a panoply of web-based interactive
exercise systems were created to foster coding practice. In that time, most LMS lacked
out-of-the-box support for automatic assessment of programming exercises, which is an
important feature for a computer science learning environment. This lack of support meant
that teachers and students had to switch between tools to enhance programming language
learning. In order to solve these issues, some LMS offer integration of external tools as simple
modules known as plugins. Some interesting examples are Virtual Programming Lab (VPL)1 ,
eLiza [2] and Javaunittest2 .

1
2

https://vpl.dis.ulpgc.es/
https://moodle.org/plugins/qtype_javaunittest
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A Virtual Programming Lab (VPL) is a programming assignment management system
where students can edit and execute programs, with automatic and continuous assessment.
eLiza [2] is a game-based educational tool, developed and used to support the teaching
and learning of programming languages and paradigms related to the development of web
applications. Javaunittest is a Java question type that allows teachers to create Java questions
and test the knowledge of students about Java programming. The students type source code
for a given interface in Java and the response gets graded automatically.
Table 1 CS exercises assessment systems integrated into LMS.
Systems
ACOS
Codeboard
CodeCheck
CodeHS
CodeWorkOut
DBQA
eLiza
javaunittest
PERE
Virtual Progr. Lab
Web-Cat
1
2
3

Module1

WS2

LTI v.13
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

Module = implemented as a plugin
WS = implemented as a web service
LTI 1 = used the LTI specification 1.0 or 1.1

Despite its apparently success, this approach hinder the modularization and interoperability of tools. In a world where LMS were appearing at a fast pace, other specifications were
born to overcome the LMS dependency avoiding the need to create for each tool a module for
each LMS supported. One notorious example is the IMS LTI specification which offers seamless integration with most popular LMS in the market such as Moodle, Canvas, Blackboard,
Sakai, and others. In this case the LMS takes the role of a platform (tool consumer) whereas
the external tool serves as a tool (tool provider). A platform can send (anonymous) student
information to the external tool and, in return, the tool reports the grades of students back
to the platform (LMS). This way, programming exercises can be seamlessly integrated into
every platform that supports LTI [9]. With the evolution and consequent acceptation of the
specification a big number of computer programming environments started to support LTI.
Most popular tools are CodeWorkOut, DBQA and Web-Cat.
CodeWorkOut3 is an online exercise system to help people learn a programming language
for the first time. It is a free, open-source solution for practicing small programming problems.
Web-CAT [15] is a flexible, tailorable automated grading system designed to process computer
programming assignments. Database Query Analyzer (DBQA) [7] is a tool that illustrates
the effects that clauses and conditions have on an SQL SELECT statement using a visualized,
data-oriented approach.
Table 1 presents a few of the most popular solutions and their interoperability features
organized in three integration flavours: as a plugin, using ad hoc Web Services (WS) and using
LTI specification (v1.0/1). As can be seen, most systems support the LTI v1.1 specification
3

https://codeworkout.cs.vt.edu/
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for integration with the LMS. The most recent version of LTI (v1.3) is not yet supported by
these systems; this may be due to being a recent specification and with a higher degree of
complexity than previous versions.

3

JuezLTI

This section presents JuezLTI – a tool integrated into the LMS to assess exercises in languages
used in computing. Examples of such languages are markup languages (a domain where
few assessment tools are available), database management languages, and programming
languages. Subsection 3.1 provides an overview of JuezLTI, presents its architecture, and
introduces its components. The following subsections describe the main components types of
this architecture. Finally, Subsection 3.5 discusses the integration of JuezLTI on the LMS.

3.1

General overview

The goal of JuezLTI is to provide assessment of exercises in a wide range of languages used in
computing within the LMS. To attain this goal JuezLTI relies on a combination of features:
1. the interoperability with the LMS provided by the TSUGI framework;
2. a modular design allowing the incorporation of evaluators for new domains;
3. a generic feedback system to help students to overcome their difficulties;
4. a centralized repository of exercises from where they can be exported and imported.

<<component>>
<<component>>

Central
Repository

AuthorKit

<<component>>

<<component>>

Evaluator

Feedback

LTI

<<Tsugi subsystem>>

CodeTest

<<component>>

<<component>>

TeacherView

StudentView

LTI

<<component>>

LMS

Figure 1 JuezLTI internal and external components.

The architecture of JuezLTI is depicted by the UML component diagram in Figure 1. At
the center of this architecture is CodeTest, the main component based on TSUGI [6], the
framework that provides LTI support, and its sub-components TeacherView and StudentView.
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The former is a web environment where the teacher configures the activity by adding exercises
from a central repository. The latter is a web environment where the student attempt to solve
the proposed exercises. The TSUGI-based component relies on several kinds of components
depicted on the top of the diagram in Figure 1. From left to right they are Autorkit, Central
Repository, Evaluator, and Feedback. AuthorKit [12] is an exercise authoring system that
can be used by teachers to create exercises for JuezLTI. The central repository acts as a
pool of exercises for the system. The evaluator component runs the code of the students
and checks the results. Finally, the feedback system provides information about the result of
exercise resolution.
JuezLTI is an open-source project distributed under an Apache 2.0 license. It can be
installed on the servers of any institution and configured to communicate with the institution’s
Learning Management System. It is available on GitHub in two different forms: production
and development. The former allows the deployment of the entire system (several docker
components) on a production server open to the Internet. With the latter, anyone can build
the platform locally and contribute to JuezLTI development.

3.2

Exercise resolution

There are several tools described in the literature developed to automatically assess programming exercises, using different approaches such as static or dynamic evaluation of code;
some examples are AutoGrader, eGrader, or Kassandra [17]. It’s also easy to find tools to
grade SQL assessments, such as Learn-SQL, a tool based on the IMS QTI specification [1];
unfortunately, a closed solution. But, despite the massive presence of markup languages in
the computer science curriculum, there are few solutions to assess XML exercises.
JuezLTI proposes a tool that supports the evaluation of programming, databases and
XML exercises, but that can be extended to other types of exercises given its highly modular
architecture.
The module in charge of exercise resolution is called CodeTest. CodeTest relies on
other JuezLTI modules for retrieving exercises, evaluating code, and generating feedback.
It has web interfaces for two roles: teachers and students. The teacher’s role is to create,
edit, import, and export a set of exercises. Teachers can also review the results of every
single student. Students view exercise statements and have a code editor to introduce their
resolution. As JuezLTI supports multiple programming languages, the student can choose
the language to solve the exercise, restricted to the context of the exercise. For instance,
in a programming language exercise, the student may have the possibility to select among
different languages such as Java, Python, or C.
JuezLTI also acts as a central repository of questions and answers. To do that, it stores all
the exercises proposed in a non-relational database. External questions can also be imported
using the tool AuthorKit.

3.3

Evaluation

The core of JuezLTI is the automated evaluation of different kinds of computer science
exercises. According to the kind of exercise, a different module performs the evaluation.
Currently, JuezLTI has in development modules to evaluate exercises in programming
languages, markup language, and relational databases.
A module responsible for the evaluation of a kind of exercises is called an evaluator.
Evaluators are micro-services, with their own internal structure, running on their own
containers. For instance, a relational databases evaluator can have its own database engine,
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as a programming language evaluator may have installed several compilers for the languages
it supports. These micro-services share a common API used by CodeTest to invoke them.
This API specifies the data sent to evaluators – exercises, student attempts – and return by
them – evaluation reports.
Student attempts are plain text files. In contrast, exercises are a complex content, including
several files – a statement, one or more solutions , several test cases and other auxiliary files –
as well as specialized metadata. For instance, a relational database exercise requesting an
SQL query may include a database dump and a reference solution; a programming language
exercise may include a set of input files and corresponding expected output. Exercises sent
to evaluators are encoded in the YAPExIL [13].
An evaluator returns a report detailing the assessment performed on the student’s attempt
using the data provided by the exercise. This report includes possible compilation errors,
including resource usage - memory and time. It may also include hints associated with test
cases if these were provided by the exercise. Evaluation reports are encoded as a JSON
document in the Programming Exercise Evaluation Assessment Report Language (PEARL).
This specification is an evolution of similar XML-based specification [10] developed specifically
for JuezLTI.

3.4

Feedback

The role of the feedback manager is to mediate between evaluators and students to distill
effective feedback from evaluation reports. Evaluators produce reports with perfusion of
details. This information needs to be summarized to make it understandable to students.
Students typically submit several attempts before solving an exercise. Hence, feedback
messages must avoid being repetitive and strive to be increasingly more informative. For
instance, a first feedback message may simply acknowledge that most students have difficulty
in solving the exercise in their first attempt; a second message may provide a hint associated
with a failed test case in the evaluation report; a third may provide an input that causes the
program to fail.
On the other hand, automated feedback may also be detrimental to some students if
they use it as a sort of oracle that constantly solves their difficulties. The feedback manager
must also ensure that the information it provides does not scale up too quickly in reaction to
submissions that are too similar to the previous ones.

3.5

Interoperability

JuezLTI uses version 1.0 of the Learning Tools Interoperability standard (LTI) for integration
into the LMS. This interoperability standard was proposed by the IMS Global Learning
Consortium [14] and is supported by reference LMS vendors such as Moodle, Canvas, or
Sakai.
With LTI a set of educational services can be used to extend the functionality of the
LMS [11] using a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [14]. The LMS becomes a marketplace
where the teacher can select the resources from different providers to improve the learning
experience.
JuezLTI is based on TSUGI, a framework that simplifies the development and deployment
of LTI applications [6]. The first application of TSUGI was a self-contained MOOC for
training in Python – py4e.com. It was deployed by one of its authors, Dr. Charles Severance,
founder of the Open Source LMS Sakai and currently working for IMS. LTI has been widely
used since 2010, not only for code testing purposes, as in [16], but also for providing complex
assessments not directly supported by the LMS, such as Dig4E, a tool to learn about standards
for creating high-quality digital still images [5].
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To use JuezLTI the teacher has to request a key/secret pair on the project’s website. With
those credentials and the supplied URL, the teacher adds an external activity in the LMS.
The students are directly identified in JuezLTI using the information provided by the LMS.
Whenever a student or teacher opens the activity, the LMS communicates with JuezLTI using
LTI (via the TSUGI framework) to identify the user and present the appropriate interface.
Then, the LMS sends the resource_link_id property identifying the relevant activity. This
way, different activities can be added using the same key. Finally, JuezLTI reports grades of
solved exercises back to the LMS using an LTI service.
In short, there is bidirectional communication between JuezLTI and the LMS. JuezLTI
stores the information of students and their results and sends the grades obtained back to
the LMS.

4

Conclusion

The main contribution of the research reported in this paper is JuezLTI – a platform to
assess computer science exercises. JuezLTI is an interoperable, open-source, and modular
platform. Usability, easiness of use, and extensibility were its main design goals.
JuezLTI supports exercises in different kinds of languages, including programming,
database management, and markup. Due to its modular structure, evaluators for new
domains can be easily added. It will have access to a centralized repository of exercises
adapted to EQF levels, which will promote its adoption by teaching institutions. The TSUGI
framework, upon which JuezLTI is based, supports LTI version 1.0, and future versions
of the framework will gain access to more advanced versions of the standard with limited
recodification. JuezLTI is a work-in-progress. It is currently under beta testing, and some
of its components are still being improved, reflecting the suggestions and bugs reported by
early adopters. This project intends to contribute with a collection of exercises compatible
with its evaluators. Collecting and generating these exercises is also part of our immediate
future work.
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